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My First Learn to Write Arabic Letters Workbook is a book dedicated to all people
who want to learn the Arabic alphabets without tears from Alef to Yaa. This book
will help its user to be able to write all the 28 Arabic letters from right to left. It is
in an Arabic logical direction, so it starts from right to left. This workbook comes
with: Tracing worksheets to practice the writing of Arabic isolated letters Tracing
worksheets to practice writing letters in different positions within a word: Initial,
medial, final Practical exercises after each set of letters to help drill the previous
letters: Connect and Disconnect letters + a key page at the end. Pages that show
how to pronounce the letters using illustrations of the human vocal tract. This
book is ideal for all people who are struggling with the basic elements of the
Arabic language which are letters and how to connect them. Scroll up and have
this priceless gift for you or someone you love
Learn Arabic Alphabet for Kids Genie Arabic writing and practice workbook is an
educational resource for preschool and kindergarten children aged 3-5 in the
American and international systems. The book is a useful resource for any Arabic
school. Genie Arabic letters for kids will be in particular helpful for teaching and
learning Arabic for beginners of all ages, particularly learners who do not
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necessarily live with a native speaker. Start with Genie to write and learn to
speak Arabic Paged from right to left, written in the isolated form and printed on a
large scale, Genie is your gateway to Arabic Hijaa'. Inside the book, Arabic
alphabet letters are represented with Start/Stop markers to facilitate fingertip and
pen control tracing in one stroke from the circle shape to the square. All the
Arabic alphabet pages are framable and ready for lamination uses with dry/erase
markers. All fonts developed to suit modern standard Arabic. Before you start
using this workbook, there are several general points to be mentioned: - The
Arabic language is written from right to left (opposite of English.) Therefore, we
set the pages in the classical Arabic order to help learners in getting used to this
critical writing habit. We think it is the best way to learn Arabic for kids. For this
reason, Genie contains an extra cover in Arabic. - The Arabic script is either
joined or cursive. This volume contains isolated Arabic letters without vowels,
which is the first step to learn the Arabic language. The letter alif is soundless
and used to express the long vowel 'aa' and also as a support for the "hamza"
sign. - The Arabic language does not contain capital letters. The Arabic letters
are written in slightly different forms, depending on whether they come at the
beginning, middle, or end of a word. For your learning practice curve, this volume
milestone step starts with isolated letters. Arabic Language Sound Transcription
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This workbook includes guided sound pronunciation suitable for native English
speakers. However, we advise looking for letters sounds over the internet,
especially for authentic Arabic letters pronunciation. What to Expect from Genie
Arabic Writing Workbook? This practice workbook will help the user to learn and
write isolated Fusha Arabic letters, whether they work alone or with an Arabic
teacher. Genie Students take advantage of the Arabic alphabet in English
transcription. Once you have mastered these concepts, you will be ready to move
up to the next practice level. (Beginning, Middle, and End word letters with
complete vowels and sight words). Dr. Sami Muslim Ramadan
This book, "Arabic Writing Practice Level 1" is a curriculum work. It teaches
students of all ages how to write the Arabic alphabet in block letters. . It offers
plenty of opportunity for handwriting practice through extensive copying
exercises. By the end of this book, the student will have covered the skills
needed to write all Arabic Block letters.
Write it in Arabic is an alphabet guide and workbook which offers a hands-on
approach to learning Arabic. The book covers the 28 letters of the Arabic
alphabet, numbers, vowel marks and handwriting. This workbook includes plenty
of examples that teach how to read and write the Arabic script, guides students
through the pronunciation of each letter while introducing them to new
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vocabulary. This book opens from right to left, like any book printed in Arabic.
Are you looking for a fun easy and simple way to teach children Arabic Alphabet.
This fun handwriting book is the perfect start for any child to learn how to write.
Practice makes perfect! - A Fun and Precious arabic alphabet workbook For
Kids. - Trace, Learn, Write, Read, Color, and have fun. - Unique illustrations
inspiration and motivational arabic alphabet workbook For Kids, gifts books for
kids. - Beautifully colored theme. - This book will provide hours of entertainment
and boost brain function. - Perfect and Ideal Amazing gifts. - high quality paper
and is perfectly sized at (8.5"x11"). - Beautiful innovative themed glossy Cover.
For more unique books and other unique everyday journals & notebooks, please
take a look at our amazon author page. Ob muslim. Buy Now & Relax... Grab
your copy, today!Have fun,
Mastering Arabic 1 is also available as a book and 2 x CDs pack. Search for
ISBN 9780230013124. Mastering Arabic 1 is the most lively, accessible and
carefully-paced Arabic course on the market. It is aimed at beginners with little or
no previous knowledge of the language who want to understand, speak and read
Arabic confidently. - bestselling course suitable for study at home or in the
classroom - teaches Modern Standard Arabic, the universal language of the Arab
world and understood by all Arabic speakers - covers a useful variety of
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situations you will encounter in the Arab world - offers a gradual introduction to
the language, script and structures with thorough explanations and instructions hundreds of lively exercises help you practise what you've learnt You can
purchase the CDs to accompany this book separately (ask for ISBN
978-0-230-01311-7) or you can purchase the book and CDs together in a pack
(ask for ISBN 978-0-230-01312-4).
Your kid will love Alif Baa Arabic letters workbook and Color activity book!
Learning Arabic can be fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the
following features: Arabic Alphabets. Arabic Words. English Translations. High
Quality pages to COLOR. Some Important Information Regarding Our Books:
Each Alphabet has its own Page. No Transliterations (Pronunciations). You (the
Parent) should be helping your child learn how to pronounce.
This blank and lined page notebook will bring excitement to learning the Arabic
Alphabet. Use the wide-ruled lined pages to practice your letters, write a story, or
use at school. Fun for both children, adults and teachers, the Arabic Alphabet
Notebook is ready for your notes, dreams, ideas and everything in between! 75
sheets/150 white wide-ruled blank lined pages with a colorful, glossy, flexible
cover.
This practical book series is an excellent tool for teachers and students of Arabic
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in the United States. The workbooks and supporting teachers' guide are geared
toward educating not only at the collegiate level but at the high school level, as
well. The pedagogy in these books conforms to the World-Readiness Standards
for Learning Languages, meaning students are given a firm foundation and clear
benchmarks in their language-learning journey. Arabic I is broken into four major
units--including an introduction and units that focus on relationships, food, and
clothing--to familiarize the beginner with language related to everyday life.
Students participate in exercises targeting listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills, and receive access to a complimentary online component to aid in
their language practice. Exercises place a large emphasis on Arabic culture,
backed by the notion that cultural knowledge is essential to language learning.
?? Practice Arabic handwriting by tracing the letters in order to memorize them.
Click the cover to see samples. ?? You will trace straight and curve lines of all 28
letters from Alif to Yaa. Also includes numbers from 1 to 9. ?? 41 pages, 8.5x11".
Do you want to learn the Arabic alphabet? Do you want your child to learn the
Arabic alphabet? If so, then you've come to the right place. This book was
specially designed* for you and for your child to help you to write your first Arabic
letter by tracing it. What you will get: 28 Letters ?alif to y??: Learn the whole
alphabet. Big and clear examples that show you how to draw the letter by
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connecting dots and following arrows. Enough room to write and practice. Good
quality White paper. Large print pages: 8.5 x 11-inch sized pages, for easy
viewing, and great writing experience. *This workbook is designed for adult
people, and any young preschooler or kindergartner, as well for toddlers ages
2-4.
This book "Arabic Writing Alphabet " is the perfect workbook to start learning to
write Arabic. This is the perfect choice for teachers and parents who want to
teach the basics of the Arabic language to their students or children at home or in
the classroom. By the end of this book, the student will have covered the skills
necessary to write all the Arabic capital letters. ? PERFECT FOR: ? Beginners ?
Preschoolers ? Kindergarteners ? Homeschooling ? Arabic Schools ? DETAILS: ?
one letter per page ? Beautiful coloring illustration ? Dimensions: 8 x 10 in (20.32
x 25.04 cm) ? High-quality matte cover for durability
This book introduces the Arabic alphabets to your Kid (age 4+). Non-Arabicspeaking children may benefit from the pronunciation and translation for each
letter/word. The child learns how to write each letter by first tracing and then
writing the letter on his/her own. A coloring activity with each letter allows the
child to have fun while learning how to write. Your Kid will be trained to: Learn
Arabic alphabets from Alif to Ya. Learn how to trace Arabic letters. Practice step
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by step Arabic handwriting. This workbook is recommended for: Homeschooling,
Preschool, Kindergarten, Nursery, Daycare, Arabic Schools.
This book, "Arabic Writing Practice First Grade EXTENTION" is a curriculum
work for six years+ (6 years+). It is divided into three semesters to facilitate the
academic year. It offers plenty of opportunity for tracing and writing the Arabic
alphabet along with small words through extensive exercises. At the end of each
lesson, there is a comment box for teachers/parents/guardians to write feedback
to the students about their progress on the lesson. It also has one test at the end
of each semester along with a certificate. By the end of this book, the students
will have covered the skills needed to write and recognise the formation of Arabic
letters as they appear in block letters, at the beginning, middle and end of a word.
This book, "Arabic Writing Practice Second Grade EXTENTION" is a curriculum
work for seven years+ (7 years+). It is divided into three semesters to facilitate
the academic year. It offers plenty of opportunity for writing Arabic letters as the
appear at the beginning, middle and end of a word along with examples through
extensive exercises. It also has one test at the end of each semester along with a
certificate. By the end of this book, the student will have covered the skills
needed to write and recognise the formation of Arabic letters as they appear in
block letters, at the beginning, middle and end of a word.
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With a photo-rich teaching method that's welcoming to everyone, this introduction
helps you use ink and a qalam a traditional reed pen to create flowing, timelessly
decorative lines of Arabic script. The book begins with the history behind this art
that decorates writings and architecture worldwide. Master calligrapher Alani next
shows you how to choose the materials and prepare your tools. After a quick
introduction to how the Arabic language works, he guides you through exercises
to help you successfully write the 28 Arabic letters, join them together, and finally
assemble them into phrases. Once you have mastered the basics, explore
creating graphic compositions in each of seven major styles (Kufic, Thuluth,
Naskh, Persian, Turkish, Riqaa and Maghrebi). Sometimes it takes years to be
able to decipher a composition, but meanwhile, you can enjoy its aesthetic
beauty. This guide helps beginners, like centuries of people before them, create
graceful, meaningful art from words."
Arabic Alphabet for kids and beginners. Do you want your child to easily learn the
Arabic alphabet? Are you interested in the Arabic language and calligraphy? This book
is designed to satisfy your need to learn how to trace the letters of the Arabic alphabet.
This workbook is designed for kids and beginners in learning the Arabic language. It is
also very helpful for adults interested in Arabic alphabet letters. It contains all Arabic
letters, and the Arabic alphabet in order. Each letter in the book is illustrated with a
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picture of a coloring animal whose name begins with that letter. Three practice pages
for each letter; The letters are large enough for better writing practice; it's very useful to:
learn the Arabic alphabet. learn Arabic writing. Teach modern standard Arabic alphabet
Learn Arabic calligraphy alphabet practice tracing Arabic letters. Please send us your
most valuable comments via our amazon page.
A Great Arabic Alphabet Letters & Numbers Tracing Workbook for Kids Age 2 to 6. You
are looking for a preschool workbook to teach your kids how to write Arabic Alphabet
letters and numbers? This is the best tracing book for your child to: Learn to draw and
race shapes and lines to be familiar with handwriting. Learn to write 28 Arabic Alphabet
letters from Alif to Ya. Learn to write 28 names of animals/fruits /vegetables/things for
each letter. Learn to write Arabic Numbers from ? (1) to ?? (10) with spelling tracing.
Features 51 Color printed pages with very high quality design. 28 pages for 28 Arabic
alphabet letters tracing. 10 pages for 10 Arabic numbers. 5 Pages for lines tracing. 5
Pages for shapes tracing. Large print: 8.5" x 11". High-quality printing on white paper.
Glossy Cover. This book is recommended for parents, teachers, homeschooling,
preschool and kindergarten to teach their children basics of Arabic Alphabet letters and
numbers handwriting at home or school.
Provides an easy-to-understand, practical guide to Arabic script. Explains the basic
letter shapes, the combinations of letters, and different writing methods.--From
publisher's description.
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This workbook contains a variety of exercises and activities designed to help young
learners advance the fine motor skills that are essential to the handwriting process,
beginning by tracing lines and curves, and then gently introducing some letter-writing
practice. Several mazes are also included in the book as a fun way to promote visual
motor skills, eye-hand coordination, and problem-solving skills. Young students are
introduced to the letters of the alphabet in exercises that have them trace Lowercase
Alphabet and then practice writing them on their own. Numbers are also presented in
an engaging way, with a lesson in phonetics as well as exercises for tracing and writing
numerals. A section of connect-the-dot games provides more motor skills development
along with helping children learn the order of alphabet, while fill-in-the-blank games
reinforce alphabet learning in a different way and provide more practice in writing the
missing letters. My BIG Book of Writing! is a versatile tool that can help children who
are struggling with writing skills to work at a comfortable level, as well as assisting
those for whom writing comes more easily to experience the multitrack learning their
developing minds are hungry to absorb. Whatever level a child is at, the activities and
exercises in this workbook will stimulate the learning process and prepare him or her for
reading and other learning challenges ahead.
Your kid will love Alif Baa Arabic letters workbook! This is a fun easy and simple way to
teach children Arabic Alphabet. About the workbook: one letter per page Trace, Learn,
Write, Read, Color, and have fun. Your child will develop the motor control for writing
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well while also learning to recognize each letter. Beautiful coloring illustration for each
letter to color and this will engage both children's right brain (creativity) and left brain
(logic) skills. Come with a large print font which good for reading. helps kids of all ages
to start learning letters of the alphabet and to improve their handwriting. This activity
practice workbook is great for at-home learning so children can master their early
learning skills. Great for Toddlers, Kindergarteners, home schooling, preschoolers, and
beginners. Parents and teachers love it. Size 8.5"" x 11" suitable and convenient for
kids. High-quality matte, come with the beautiful cover design.
Learn the Arabic Alphabet in the standalone forms by tracing, writing and matching the
letters.
The first stroke-by-stroke guide ever produced for learning to write Naskh, one of the
six major cursive Arabic scripts. Its origins can be traced back to the late eighth century
AD and it is still in use today, over 1300 years later. The Ottoman Turks considered
Naskh the script most suited for copying the Qur'an and today more Qur'ans are copied
in Naskh throughout the Islamic world than in all other Arabic scripts combined. This
introductory workbook makes it possible for everyone to learn and enjoy the beauty of
Arabic calligraphy. Based on his experience of running workshops and demonstrations
at The British Museum and other cultural institutions around the UK, Mustafa Ja'far has
created an easy-to-follow, teach-yourself guide.
Learn to write in Arabic In Arabic, there are different levels of language. The written
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language, which is studied in this book, is literary Arabic, sometimes also called
classical Arabic or even modern or standard Arabic. It is the language of the Quran,
classical poetry, literature and the media. The Arabic plume consists of 28 consonants
and three long vowels. Each consonant is accompanied by a vowel which is placed
above or below the consonant. Arabic speakers are in great demand in the United
States, due to the country's political commitments to the Middle East, but only 25
percent of non-native speakers know the language in enough detail to function as
translators, interpreters, analysts, or field agents. Arabic Character Writing For
Dummies helps you write this language clearly and correctly. Learn to write the Arabic
alphabet Find free instructional videos, flashcards, and printable writing pages online
Build upon your mastery of the language Get ahead at work or in your personal life
Arabic Character Writing For Dummies is designed for beginners, students, and lifelong
learners wishing to write in Arabic.
Presents a beginnning guide to letters and words in Arabic, explaining how to draw and
pronounce each letter, and providing some relevant cultural and geographic pieces of
information.
Slanted Calligraphy Paper has squares to practice Arabic lettering, including space to write the
meaning of each arabic word. This paper is useful for children or adults who are learning the
arabic language. It is traditional to write right to left. Dimensions: 8" x 10" . High quality paper
and white background. Perfect for gifts: Surprise your loved ones with a different present.
Limited time special offer! The purpose of this book is to help you learn the basis of the arabic
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alphabet. Repeating the exercise will allow you to develop accuracy and help you visually to
memorize the shapes of each arabic letter. Each writing page is preceded by an illustration to
bring a fun side to learning. We hope you will enjoy this book. The book is printed on very good
quality paper with a beautiful, easy to carry.
Alif Baa Tracing and Practice Level -1- ? This Book can be used by adults and kids of all ages.
? The purpose of this book is to help you learn how to draw calligraphic lines and forms of the
Arabic language. ? The letters are big enough to practice writing with ease. ? Repeating the
exercise will develop your accuracy and help you visually memorize the shapes of the Arabic
alphabet letters. ? This will prepare you to learn how to read and write Arabic faster. ? Some
letters change form depending on their location in the word, however, this notebook only
focuses on writing the basic alphabet, making it ideal for beginners.
Mastering Arabic Script: A Guide to Handwriting teaches Arabic handwriting in the form
universally used by adult native speakers (riq'a) and compares it with naskh, the usual printed
form. There are three parts to the book covering: the basic letter shapes, combinations of
letters and an additional extended writing section. Clear examples, a wealth of practice
material, insider tips from a leading expert, and lively activities and photos make the book easy
to follow and enjoyable to work through. The book can be used to supplement the popular
Mastering Arabic course or independently from it.
This workbook is intended to give the user a practical understanding of the Arabic language.
As such, it meets the needs of both students and professionals who need to communicate in
Arabic for their work. The grammar is presented in a progressive, easy-to-follow manner. Each
chapter centers on an important theme. Additionally, certain chapters provide basic vocabulary
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for a given subject - industry, town and country, politics, economy, information and the like.
With 100+ pages of practice, this Arabic Letter Tracing workbook will helps both kids ages 3+
& adult beginners start learning arabic letters and to work & improve their handwriting. With
100+ pages of practice, your child will develop the motor control for writing well while also
learning to recognize each letter.: BOOK FEATURES: Large size: 8.5" x 11" Durable glossy
cover 117 pages: 112 activity pages, 1 award certificate. Each letter has 3 sections: Initial
Letter Tracing & Recognition, Letters Writing Practicing, Letters Coloring & shape practice.
Concepts flow from easy to more difficult. Buy today, to make arabic learning fun & easy!
A fun easy and creative way to learn the Arabic Language.Simple and easy to follow Arabic
Writing workbook for beginners.Right to Left script.Lined with an example of each letter,
including where it sits on the line.1 page per letterPerfect for kids or anyone new to the Arabic
languageSecond in series with broken letters coming soon!

read, write, trace, color book teaches your kids the Arabic alphabet. perfect for all ages,
and anyone wanting to start learning the Arabic language(2 pages for each letter). ?
Learn Arabic alphabets from Alif to Ya. ? Learn how to trace Arabic letters. ?learn how
to write word for each letter. ? Practice step by step Arabic handwriting. recommended
for: Homeschooling, Preschool, Kindergarten, Nursery, Arabic Schools. learn Arabic
step-by-step By tracing the letters and write word for each letter. perfect choice for
teachers and parents who want to teach their children or students at home .
- Great letter tracing practice for kids!- This fun book is a great way for children ages 3
and up to learn the letters of the Arabic alphabet and practice .
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The Arabic script should no longer look like scribbles. With no lengthy introductions or
linguistic complication, this book is a hands-on guide to learning how to read and write
in Arabic. The book illustrates how to write the basic shapes of the letter and how to join
letters to form words. It offers plenty of exercises and examples, and introduces readers
to commonly used Arabic words and how to pronounce them.
Basic Arabic Grade 2 is the second book in this series: Learning Arabic as a second
language. Students will learn to read and write the Arabic script. Spoken Arabic is also
emphasized in the book to enable students to speak Arabic. YouTube videos have
especially been created to accompany this book. This will help students to learn the
correct pronunciation as they engage in this challenging but beautiful language.
Practical exercises form an integral part of this teaching resource which will greatly
benefit any learner.
Looking for a quality Arabic letter tracing workbook? Want your child to learn how to
write effortlessly while having fun? If so, you will love this Alif Baa Taa Letter Tracing for
Preschoolers! What you'll find in this book: Getting Ready - Your child will begin with
training their hand control by tracing straight and curve lines. Tracing Letters - All 28
letters from Alif to Yaa in their dotted form available on numerous rows of lines. The
order of the strokes is included as well. Illustrations - Each letter is accompanied by a
cute and fun illustration so that kids can learn words that begin with the different letters.
Free Practice - There is space for kids to practice writing the letters in empty boxes thus
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practicing their handwriting without lines Coloring Pages - At the end of the book, there
are some pages with images available for kids to color and learn their Arabic words,
thus expanding their vocabulary while having fun! This early learning activity book is
created for boys and girls aged from 3 to 6 years old but it is suitable for any child who
shows interest in writing. Don't wait any longer! Grab copies for your kids early and let
them have a head start in their Arabic language education!
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